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报告摘要：

The rate distortion (R-D) function in information theory provides performance bounds for systems of source coding including video coding. It is well known that the R-D function for non-causal coding of a Gaussian sequence is in the form of reverse water-filling. However, it is not clear how to causally encode a Gaussian sequence under rate constraints while achieving R-D optimality. This problem has significant implications in the design of rate control for video communication over wired/wireless networks such as Internet TV and wireless video. To address this problem, we theoretically study the impact of distortion fluctuation on rate control, and develop a new theory, called Gamma rate theory. Gamma rate theory not only provides new...
performance measures for evaluating rate control schemes in video coding, but also quantifies the fundamental trade-off between viewer friendliness (i.e., smooth video quality over time) and network friendliness (i.e., low bit rate), which is not known previously.